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financier and replied that I was acquainted with the theory
of taxation.
'That is what I want,3 he replied, 'for the practice does
not concern you/
'There are three lands of taxes, taking into consideration
their effects: one is ruinous, one is unfortunately necessary,
and the third is always excellent/
'That is good; go on/
'The ruinous tax is the royal tax; the necessary one is the
military one; and the excellent one is the popular tax/
I wanted to throw him off his beat a little, as I had not
got up my subject.
'The royal tax, sire, is the one which empties the purses
of the subjects to swell the coffers of the sovereign/
'And that is the ruinous one, you say?3
cAlways? sire, for it stops the circulation of money,
which is the soul of commerce and the backbone of the
State/
cYet you consider the army tax necessary?'
'Unfortunately necessary, for war is a dire calamity/
'Perhaps. And how about the popular tax?3
'It is always excellent, for what the king takes from his
people with one hand, he gives them back with the other,
turning it into useful channels, protecting science and art,
and so contributing to the general social well-being; in fact,
the king adds to general happiness by employing the money
drawn from the taxes as his wisdom dictates/
'There is a good deal of truth in what you say. No
doubt you know Calsabigi?3
'I ought to know him, sire, for we established the Genoese
lottery in Paris together, seven years ago/
'And under what head would you class that tax, if you
admit it to be one?3
clt is one, sire, and not one of the least important. It is
a good tax, if the king spends the profits in a useful manner/
*But supposing he loses?3
*One chance in fifty, sire/

